Creating a Multiple Design Border

- Press Design.
- Press File.
- Press Open.
- Double tap on:
  - Designs/HQ Designs/ Continuous Line/Tulip Corner

- Press Duplicate. Another tulip corner will appear under or next to the first tulip corner.

- Press Area.
- Create the border area on the quilt which includes the top left corner, the top border, and the top right corner.

- Press Select.

- Press Multi.
  - Select the first tulip that was opened.

- Press Rotate.
  - Rotate design to the correct orientation for the left top corner.

- Press Skew/Align.
  - Press the Left Alignment and the Top Alignment buttons.

- Press Resize.
  - Press Width.
    - Using the “+” or “-“ buttons, resize the width to the corner.
  - Press Height.
    - Using the “+” or “-“ buttons resize the height to the corner.

- Press Select if it has been unselected.
- Press Single.
- Select the second Tulip Corner.
• Press **Skew/Align**.
• Press the **Top Alignment** and the **Right Alignment** buttons.

• Press **Resize**.
• Resize the right corner using the same instructions as the left corner.

### Create Border Design

• Press **File**.
• Press **Open**.
• Double tap on:
  - **Designs/HQ Designs/ Continuous Line/Tulip Border**
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  - Press **Grid**. Find the height of the tulip or use the **Ruler** to measure the tulip. Write the “Y” measurement down for later use.
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  • Move the crosshairs to the end point of the left **Tulip Corner**.
  • Press **Follow** and **Zoom** in on the end point for accuracy.
  • Press **Ruler**. This will turn it off.

• Press **Ruler**. This will turn it on again and reset the measurements to “0”.
• Move the crosshairs to the start point of the Right Corner Tulip.
• Write the “X” measurement down for later use.
• Press **Resize**.
• Type in the height or “Y” measurement of the **Tulip Border** design using the measurement found when measuring the height of the tulip corner.
• Press **Drag** and with your finger move the **Tulip Border** to the end point of the left **Tulip Corner**.
• Another option to reposition is to move the crosshairs to the end point of the left Tulip Corner and press **Start Point** in the **Reposition** function.
• Zoom in on the Tulip corner end point for accurate placement.

  **Tip:** Turn off the **Box/Area** button to fine tune the placement.

• Press **Repeat**.
• Press the “+” button to add enough Tulip designs to fill the area between the tulip corners.
• Press **Resize**.
• Type in the width or “X” measurement found using the **Ruler**.
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- Press **Rotation**.
- Move the machine to the left **Tulip Corner** end point.
- Press **2 Point Start**.
- Move machine to the right **Tulip Corner** start point.
- Press **2 Point End**.

**Tip:** If the Tulip Corners are not on the same height level the border will need to be slightly rotated so the start and end points join with the corners.

- Move machine to the left Tulip Corner end point.
- Press **Reposition**.
- Press **Start Point**. The **Tulip Border** is now positioned correctly with the **Tulip Corners**.
- Press **Select**.
- Press **All**. This will select the corners and corner together.
- Press **Stitch Order**.
- Use the **Up** and **Down Arrow** buttons to place the designs in a continuous stitching order.
- Press **Baseline**.
- Press **Quilt**.
- Press **Run**. Verify Settings.
- Press **Proceed**.
- Stitch the design.